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WHAT’S INSIDE?
Catalogues I Binders I Leaves and Pages
Accessories I Digital Products

Stocking Fillers

Gift Vouchers

From oranges to chocolate to a traditional pair of socks, stocking fillers don’t have to be so boring.
Bring a loved one’s stocking to life with our range of accessories that are perfect for any philatelist.

The ideal gift for the philatelist with everything, take the struggle
out of choosing the perfect gift and give your friends, family
and loved ones the gift of choice. With vouchers starting
from £5 there’s something to suit all budgets and needs.
Redeemable in-store and via mail order.

£5 Voucher

Jewellers
Loupe
A robust metal
pocket loupe,
ideal for the
intrepid collector
who’s always
on the hunt for
their next stamp.

SGGIFTV005

£10 Voucher SGGIFTV010
£25 Voucher SGGIFTV025

Prinz Stamp Hinges, Per 1000
The ultimate stocking filler for the traditional collector.
Lightly moistened for maximum peel-ability.		
P7040 £1.65

RJLM10X £17.45

£50 Voucher SGGIFTV050

Stanley Gibbons Tweezers
The philatelists best friend, allowing you to handle your
stamps without affecting their condition.

don’t
miss
Ordering Made Easy
CALL
01425 472 363 +44 (0)1425 472 363
(Mon-Fri 8.30am-5.00pm)

SHOP
399 Strand, London WC2R 0LX

ONLINE

www.stanleygibbons.com

EMAIL

orders@stanleygibbons.com

Christmas Delivery
The cut off dates for placing orders with
guaranteed pre-Christmas delivery are;

finepoint

spade

bent spade

round

Stock Books
The perfect stocking filler, our eight-page stock
books allow collectors to house their new
acquisitions before placing them in albums.

- 18th December for Standard UK delivery
- 19th December for Express UK delivery
- 12th December for European,
		 USA & Canada delivery
- 5th December for ROW delivery

product
code

price

8

RSB8W

£10.95

8

RSB8B

£12.95

No. pages

white
pages

black
pages

stockbook
colour

150mm Finepoint Tweezers

W902

£6.95

120mm Spade Tweezers

W903

£4.95

120mm Bent Spade Tweezers

W906

£4.95

120mm Round Tweezers

W905

£4.95

CATALOGUES

Falkland Islands, 8th Edition
NEW FOR THIS EDITION:
• There are price rises to be found in most sections up to about 1970,
with plate and watermark varieties and shades advancing strongly.
• Details of issues up to 1970 have been extracted from Stanley Gibbons
2020 Commonwealth and British Empire Catalogue.
• Later issues have been revised and updated especially for this catalogue.
• The introductory notes have been revised and there are additions to the
listings of Falkland Islands used in the Dependencies.		

R2872-19 £18.95

2020 Commonwealth & British
Empire Stamps 1840-1970
Stamp Catalogue
NEW FOR THIS EDITION:
• The iconic Rhodesia ‘Admirals’ stamps have been rewritten with the
assistance of the Rhodesian Study Circle. Now lists four different
head dies, with new varieties have been added, including the popular 		
‘Waxed Moustache’.
• A new variety, the ‘Damaged frame and crown’ flaw, known by
some as the ‘Spaven’ flaw, has been listed for the De La Rue
Edward VII ‘Imperium’ key plates.
• The orientation of sideways watermarks is now specified
for every set, giving further opportunities for new discoveries.
• Dozens of new listings, improved illustrations,
additional notes and enhanced information.

R2813-20 £89.95

4

• Prices revised throughout.
• You must not miss the 2020 ‘Part 1’.

Call 01425 472 363, visit us at www.stanleygibbons.com or email orders@stanleygibbons.com

Switzerland, 1st Edition
NEW FOR THIS EDITION:
• Specimen stamps for Switzerland, League of Nations,
International Labour Office and Liechtenstein are now included.
• The design indexes for Switzerland and Liechtenstein have been updated.
• An article on the ‘The Strubel stamps of Switzerland’ from
Gibbons Stamp Monthly has been included.
• Contact details are provided for societies with an interest in Switzerland.

R1419-19 £27.95
Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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NEITW
ION
ED

2019 Great Britain Concise,
34th Edition
NEW FOR THIS EDITION:
• The design index has been further revised, making it even more comprehensive 		
and much easier to use.
• Listings for ‘Wilding’ booklet panes expanded to cover all single-value panes
as well as the previously listed Se-tenant and advertisement panes.
• New improved images for all design types up to 1952 with colour die
and multipositive type illustrations added for the first time.

R2887-19 £32.95

2020 Stamps of the World
The world-leading simplified catalogue
• Perfect reference guide for dealers and collectors alike.
• Six-volume edition, with over 2500 new stamps added
• A full simplified listing of stamps of the world,
including definitives, commemoratives, miniature sheets, 		
postage dues, official stamps and other special purpose
postage stamps.
• All new issues for all countries received since the
previous edition are listed and priced.
2020 Edition

R2881SET-20 £299

2020 Collect British Stamps,
71st Edition
NEW FOR THIS EDITION:
A thorough review of all prices has been carried out, with revisions being
		 made to most sections.
Issues for 2019 have been added and the listings of earlier issues
		 carefully checked and updated.
A number of additional notes have been included in the introduction to this
		 catalogue, providing essential, guidance to the less-experienced collector

R0289-20 £17.95
6
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Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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BINDERS EXPLAINED
FIRST CHOICE FOR
STAMP COLLECTORS
SINCE 1890

We have made some exciting changes to
our product range. Some of our albums and
binders from the previous range have been
discontinued. Here’s how you can replicate
the binders you love:
Our new binder range allows for complete
customisation and flexibility, with
interchangeable leaves, a choice of colours
and finishes, available in 22-ring or
Springback variations.

You can now keep your entire collection in one
type of binder, allowing for a more consistent look
to your collection whilst making no sacrifice on
quality, feel or prestige. Handmade exclusively for
Stanley Gibbons and our customers.

A GIFT THAT WILL LAST
THE WHOLE YEAR
PRINT SUBSCRIPTION
UK £46.20

12-Month Print Subscription

Europe (airmail) £90

ROW (airmail) £95

GSM BINDER R0343 £12.95

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY

With our new binder range, you can now buy
one type of binder and fit thirty-seven different
types of supplement/album leaves inside.
Giving you flexibility in the way you collect,
whilst allowing you to have a continuation
display of binders on your shelf for a more
aesthetic look.

Visit stanleygibbons.com/gsm
or call +44 (0)1425 472 363
Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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BINDERS
Our new binder range allows for complete customisation and flexibility, with
interchangeable leaves, a choice of colours and finishes, available in 22-ring or
Springback variations. You can now keep your entire collection in one type of
binder, allowing for a more consistent look to your collection whilst making no
sacrifice on quality, feel or prestige. Handmade exclusively for Stanley Gibbons
and our customers.

Kensington

Sandringham

A binder for the refined
collector, soft touch red or navy
faux leathers accompanied by a
sumptuous padding to give you
a luxurious feel.

The quintessential stamp binder,
designed for the everyday
collector looking to bring an
element of prestige to their
collection with red or navy
faux leather casings adding a
premium feel.

Size 275x300mm

Size 275x300mm

Regent
The classic Springback binder, a favourite of
our collectors for housing their collections.
Size: 267 x 293mm
The Kensington Binder features a
sumptuous 3mm padding for a luxurious feel

Binder Type

10

Binder Colour

product code

Binder Colour

price

product code

price

£29.95
£29.95

Sandringham

RSAN-BLU

£19.95

RREG-BLU

Sandringham

RSAN-RED

£19.95

RREG-RED

Kensington

RKEN-BLU

£27.95

Kensington

RKEN-RED

£27.95

The Sandringham Binder features a faux
leather lining and gold foiling along the spine

Call 01425 472 363, visit us at www.stanleygibbons.com or email orders@stanleygibbons.com

Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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SET OF LEAVES AND PAGES

Monarch Sets of Leaves

PERFECT FOR THE SANDRINGHAM, KENSINGTON AND REGENT BINDERS

Providing you with the ideal opportunity to refresh your album and
keep your collection up-to-date. All leaves are 22-ring punched.

The Monarch pages are 22-ring punched pre-printed GB album pages
made to perfectly fit with the new Stanley Gibbons binders range.
Using the internationally recognised SG numbering system these are
the perfect companion for the Collect British Stamps Catalogue.

Whilst we have made the decision to change our product range, we are pleased to announce that we will continue to
cater for our existing customers and produce the annual supplements in their original format.
The ranges include One Country 4 Ring, Windsor 22 Ring, Commemorative & Greetings 4 Ring and GB
Special - Springback.

leave type (size 248x283mm)

leave
weight
(gsm)

mounted

unmounted

preprinted

nonprinted

product code

product code
(mounted
leaves)

price

Blank (per 25)

140

RBL-140

£7.95

Quadrille (per 25)

140

RQL-140

£8.95

Blank (per 25)

240

RBL-240

£11.95

Quadrille (per 25)

240

RQL-240

£12.95

Windsor Sets of Leaves
The Windsor pages are the ideal companion to the Great Britain Concise
Catalogue. They have a detailed description of each stamp. Definitives of
each monarch having separate sections whilst Commemoratives are listed on
consecutive pages. Leaf type size: 248x283mm
Windsor Set. Vol. 1

1840-1952

140

RWIN-1

RWIN-1M

£44.95/£145

Windsor Set. Vol. 2

1952-1970

140

RWIN-2

RWIN-2M

£44.95/£145

Windsor Set. Vol. 3

1970-1985

140

RWIN-3

RWIN-3M

£44.95/£145

Windsor Set. Vol. 4

1986-1995

140

RWIN-4

RWIN-4M

£44.95/£145

Windsor Set. Vol. 5

1996-2003

140

RWIN-5

RWIN-5M

£44.95/£145

Windsor Set. Vol. 6

2004-2009

140

RWIN-6

RWIN-6M

£44.95/£145

leave
weight
(gsm)

preprinted

nonprinted

price

140

RMON-1

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 2 1971-1990

140

RMON-2

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 3 1991-1999

140

RMON-3

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 4 2000-2008

140

RMON-4

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 5 2009-2011

140

RMON-5

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 6 2012-2014

140

RMON-6

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 7 2015-2018

140

RMON-7

£34.95

Monarch Great Britain Headed
Blank Leaves

140

RMON-GB

£9.95

Monarch Great Britain Set of
Leaves Vol. 1 1840-1970

mounted

unmounted

product code

leave type (size 248x283mm)

SG Booklet
SG Booklet Leaves are great for the new collector all the way through to
the advanced niche collector. These ingenious leaves allow for versatility in
your collection, whether you collect First Day Covers, Mulreadys, Covers
or booklet panes.

leave type (size 225x280mm)

Booklet

Pocket

Strips

product code

price

RBOOK-15P

£7.95

Windsor Set. Vol. 7

2010-2012

140

RWIN-7

RWIN-7M

£44.95/£145

15 Pocket Leaves (per 5)

Windsor Set. Vol. 8

2013-2015

140

RWIN-8

RWIN-8M

£44.95/£145

8 Pocket Leaves (per 5)

RBOOK-8P

£7.95

£44.95/£145

8 Strip Leaves (per 5)

RBOOK-8S

£7.95

5 Strip Leaves (per 5)

RBOOK-5S

£7.95

4 Strip Leaves (per 5)

RBOOK-4S

£7.95

6 Pocket Leaves (per 5)

RBOOK-6P

£7.95

2 Strip Leaves (per 5)

RBOOK-2S

£7.95

Double First Day Cover (per 10)

RCOVER-D

£9.95

Single First Day Cover (per 10)

RCOVER-S

£9.95

RWIN-9M

140

RWIN-9

Windsor Booklet Panes Set.
Vol. 1 1958-2009

140

RWIN
BP-1

£29.95

Windsor Booklet Panes Set.
Vol. 2 2010-2018

140

RWIN
BP-2

£32.95

Windsor Set. Vol. 9

2016-2018

Windsor Prestige Booklet Panes
Set. Vol. 1 1972-1999

140

RWIN
PB-1

£29.95

Windsor Prestige Booklet Panes
Set. Vol. 2 2000-2009

140

RWIN
PB-2

£29.95

Windsor Prestige Booklet Panes
Set. Vol. 3 2010-2018

140

RWIN
PB-3

£32.95

Windsor Great Britain Headed
Blank Leaves

140

RWIN-GB

£9.95

12
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You can save on our binders and leaves when they are bought together, buy one binder
of your choice and one set of leaves when ordering and receive 10% off the price.
Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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The Balmoral Range

Clarendon

These handmade leather-bound binders are made to last a lifetime.
Made in Britain with exquisite craftsmanship, they come supplied with
a matching colour clam box. They are the ideal way to elevate your
collection and house it in sumptuous luxury. These binders are made to
order and have a 28 day lead time.

The handmade Clarendon exhibition boxes allow you
to display your collection to its best advantage whilst
keeping it securely protected. These exhibition cases
are made to order and have a 28 day lead time.

leave type (Size: 218x284mm)
Box Colour

product code

price

RCLA-BLU

£69.95

RCLA-RED

£69.95

RCLA-GRN

£69.95

(Box size: 230x295mm)

gift
idea

leave
weight
(gsm)

product code

price

Blank (per 25)

240

RCLA-BL240

£27.95

Quadrille (per 25)

240

RCLA-QL240

£29.95

RCLA-P

£26.95

product code

price

Clarendon Exhibition Protector (per 25)
(Size: 221x288mm)

Personalisation
For the collector that wants that little bit extra, take your Balmoral
binders and exhibition boxes and make them truly yours, with a range of
customisations available from adding your initials, titling your collection
or changing the colour, your binder or exhibition box can outshine your
competitors. Please contact customer services for more information.

Double Clarendon
leave
weight
(gsm)

product code

price

Blank (per 25)

240

RBAL-BL240

Blank Faced (per 25)

240

Quadrille (per 25)
Quadrille Faced (per 25)

leave type (Size: 246x260mm)

Binder Colour

product code

price

£59.95

RBAL-BLU

£299.95

RBAL-BFL240

£74.95

RBAL-RED

£299.95

240

RBAL-QL240

£64.95

RBAL-GRN

£299.95

240

RBAL-QFL240

£79.95

leave type (Size: 443x283mm)
Box Colour

(Binder size: 260x282mm)
(Box size: 490x335mm)
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product code

price

RDCLA-BLU

£79.95

RDCLA-RED

£79.95

RDCLA-GRN

£79.95

leave
weight
(gsm)

Blank (per 25)

240

RDCLA-BL240

£32.95

Quadrille (per 25)

240

RDCLA-QL240

£34.95

RDCLA-P

£38.95

Clarendon Double Exhibition Protector (per 25)
(Size: 450x295mm)

Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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Stanley Gibbons Printed Commonwealth Albums
All albums are 22-ring and come with a matching slipcase. featuring cream pre-printed pages with spaces for all main
SG numbers. These are the ideal companion album for the Commonwealth & British Empire Stamp Catalogue.

Binder, Volume & Year

price

King George V Loose Leaf
8-Volume 1910-1936

RKG5

£535

King George V Loose Leaf
8-Volume 1910-1936

RKG5M

£775

King George VI Loose Leaf
6-Volume 1936-1952

RKG6

£435

King George VI Loose Leaf
6-Volume 1936-1952

RKG6M

£650

King George VI Binders
(titled Volume 7 & 8)

RKG6B7

£80

Stanley Gibbons new stock books are the ideal way to start collecting, with the
ability to enjoy all sides of this wonderful hobby without diving in to a specific
genre of collecting before you are ready.

All stock books come with glassine strips and interleaving as standard.
Please specify between the red or blue exterior when ordering.

No. pages

RPC-BL

£7.95

New Age 6 - Voume
1952 - 1962

RNA

£399

New Age 6 - Voume
1952 - 1962

RNAM

Extra Blank Leaves (per 25)

16

preprinted

product code

King George VI
Extra Blank Leaves (per 25)

mounted

SG STOCKBOOKS

RPC-BL

£599
£7.95

Call 01425 472 363, visit us at www.stanleygibbons.com or email orders@stanleygibbons.com
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white
pages

black
pages

stockbook
colour

product code

price

RSB8W

£10.95

8

RSB8B

£12.95

16

RSB16W

£15.95

16

RSB16B

£17.95

32

RSB32W

£29.95

32

RSB32B

£31.95

Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
MAGNIFIERS

Detectamark Spectrum
Watermark Detector
The Stanley Gibbons Detectamark Spectrum
makes it easy to discover hidden rarities.
It’s simple to use and the versatile colour
settings and adjustable light source provide
additional help identifying more
difficult watermarks.
KEY FEATURES
• Easy to discover hidden rarities.
• Unique multiple colour settings.

LED Inspection Stand Magnifier

• It’s able to detect watermarks on modern
stamps printed on thick, chalk surfaced 		
papers with full gum, which other 			
detectors fail to identify.

Extraordinarily powerful 8x magnification desk inspection
loupe. Durable all-metal body, excellent fixed-focus 30mm
glass lens and three bright LEDs for even highlighting
of subject. Base of loupe has a 45mm opening and a
clearance/focal length below the lens of approximately
20mm. A clever fold-out rule helps measure dimensions
and scale if required. Takes up 60mm x 60mm footprint
on desktop; overall height just 45mm. Supplied with
protective case and batteries.
RISM8X £34.95

• No chemicals or solvents are used making
this safe, clean and highly effective.
• Lightweight and battery operated.
R2570 £149

Dome LED Magnifier
Easy Operation Dome Magnifier with LED light.
To turn on /off simply push down lens or rim gently.
60 mm diameter lens, 2x magnification.
RDLM2X £32.95

Dual Wave UV Lamp
The archetypal tool to detect phosphor papers
and inks for the majority of 20th Century Machin
stamps of Great Britain, Israel, Canada, Mexico,
Finland and the USA, and the early phosphors of
Norway, France, Hong Kong, People’s Republic of
China, and Russia.
KEY FEATURES
• Broad wavelength covering short-wave
and long-wave phosphors.
• Detects fluorescent bands,
papers & other devices.
• Detects cleaned pen cancellations
and paper repairs.
• Due to its unique design it can be
used in daylight.
R2573 £119

18
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Linen Tester
A folding magnifier with 1”/26mm glass lens and metric/
imperial measuring gauge. The body is made from metal,
making it exceptionally durable as a solid working tool
on the desktop. Achieves pinpoint magnification up
to 6x. Supplied with protective case.
RLTM6X £17.45

Jewellers Loupe
This robust pocket loupe of metal construction
(chromed) with 10x magnification and a 21mm viewing
field . The lens provides a sharp, distortion-free image
with excellent strength and clarity. Supplied in a case.
RJLM10X £17.45

Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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DISCONTINUED
LINES

Binder Type

Standard Springback
Slipcase
Standard Springback
Slipcase
Standard Springback
Binder

Whilst the below lines have been discontinued, we still have stock left for our
avid collectors to purchase. At the time of printing this catalogue, the listed
items are all in stock. However, We can not guarantee how long stocks will last.

Standard Springback
Binder
Standard Springback
Binder
Simplex Standard
Album

Malvern
This First Day Cover album comes with a 4 ring fitting,
supplied with 20 side opening double pocket leaves.

Simplex Standard
Album
Simplex Standard
Album

Leaf dimensions: 240 x 275mm.

Simplex
Standard/Medium
Binder Type

Binder Colour

Binder Colour

Standard Springback
Slipcase

product code

price

Malvern (20 leaves)

R3588BLU

£19.95

Malvern (20 leaves)

R3588GRN

£19.95

Malvern (20 leaves)

R3588BLK

£19.95

Malvern (20 leaves)

R3588RED

£19.95

Malvern Double
Leaves (per 10)

R3593

£8.50

Malvern Single
Leaves (per 10)

R3594

£8.50

An album with a traditional feel. Quadrille,
cream fancy bordered leaves with title lozenge.
Leaf dimensions: 250 x 280mm.
Leaf weight: 138gsm.
Leaf colour: cream. Capacity: approx. 100 leaves.

Simplex Standard
Extra Leaves (per 50)
Simplex Standard
Binder
Simplex Standard
Binder
Simplex Standard
Binder
Simplex Medium
Extra Leaves (per 50)

Binder Type

Binder Colour

Capacity: approx. 100 leaves.

20

R0335GRN

£22.95

R0335BLK

£22.95

R0335RED

£22.95

R0339GRN

£27.95

R0339BLK

£27.95

R0339RED

£27.95

R3812GRN

£34.95

R3812BLK

£34.95

R3812RED

£34.95

R3813

£11.95

R3814GRN

£29.95

R3814BLK

£29.95

R3814RED

£29.95

R3811

£10.95

product code

price

£34.95

Senator Standard

R0386BLK

£34.95

Senator Standard

R0386RED

£34.95

Senator Standard
Extra Leaves (per 50)

R0387

£11.95

R0388GRN

£29.95

product code

price

Senator Album

Devon (50 leaves)

R3834BLU

£42.95

Senator Album

R0388BLK

£29.95

Devon (50 leaves)

R3834GRN

£42.95

Senator Album

R0388RED

£29.95

Devon (50 leaves)

R3834MAR

£42.95

Standard Album
Interleaving (per 100)

R3310

£10.95

Devon Binder Only

R3839BLU

£36.95

£10.95

R3839GRN

£36.95

Devon Binder Only

R3839MAR

£36.95

Medium Album
Interleaving (per 100)
Senator Medium
Extra Leaves (per 50)

R3311

Devon Binder Only

R0385

£10.95

Devon Slipcase

R3838BLU

£21.95

Devon Slipcase

R3838GRN

£21.95

Devon Slipcase

R3838MAR

£21.95

Devon Extra
Leaves (per 50)

R3840

£10.95

Binder Type

Devon albums are a strong and secure, cost effective option
suitable for hingeless mounts. Off white 135gsm quadrille
leaves (246 x 260mm).

price

R0386GRN

Senator Standard

Devon

product code

Binder Colour

Call 01425 472 363, visit us at www.stanleygibbons.com or email orders@stanleygibbons.com

Senator Standard/Medium
A standard springback album, the Senator Standard is supplied with quadrille leaves and features a gilt spine title.
Leaf dimensions: 250 x 280mm. Leaf weight: 138gsm. Leaf colour: off white. Capacity: approx. 100 leaves.
Quote code PUBS1911 when calling or emailing
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FAQS
Over the past 12 months, a number of changes have occurred to our product range. Whilst the purpose of
this has always been to increase flexibility for collectors, we understand that collectors will have to adapt
how they collect. Below is a comprehensive guide to what has changed.

WINDSOR
For our Windsor collectors, there is only a relatively small change, the supplements and printed pages are unchanged.
For the Sovereign and Popular binders, we have direct replacements.
•
•

Windsor Popular Binder is now replaced by the Regent Binder.
Windsor Sovereign Binder is now replaced by the Kensington Binder.

ONE COUNTRY

SENATOR
For collectors accustomed to using the Senator range, there is a small difference to how you will collect.
We have in the Regent Binder a direct replacement Binder and our Quadrille Leaves are the same size
as the old Standard leaves but are now cream instead of white.
•
•
•
•

The Senator Standard Binder has been replaced by the Regent Binder.
The Senator Standard Leaves are replaced by the Quadrille 140gsm leaves.
The Senator Medium Binder has been replaced by the Regent Binder.
The Senator Medium Leaves are replaced by the Quadrille 140gsm leaves.

SIMPLEX
For collectors accustomed to using the Simplex range, there is a small difference to how you will collect.
We have in the Regent Binder a direct replacement Binder and our Quadrille Leaves are the same size
as the old Standard Leaves and cream like the Simplex Standard Leaves.
•
•
•
•

The Simplex Standard Binder is replaced by the Regent Binder.
The Simplex Standard Leaves are replaced by the Quadrille 140gsm leaves.
The Simplex Medium Binder has been replaced by the Regent Binder.
The Simplex Medium Leaves are replaced by the Quadrille 140gsm leaves.

Our One Country collecting system has had a large overhaul, with a decision to move away from the 4-ring binder
to the 22-ring binder adding durability to leaves and robustness for the binder.
•
•
•
		
•
		

One Country Binder is now replaced by the Sandringham 22-ring Binder.
One Country Great Britain only is now replaced by the 22-ring Monarch pages.
One Country Channel Island and Commonwealth have been replaced by the
Stanley Gibbons Luxury and Standard Albums.
Annual supplements in their original formats GB (4-ring), Channel Islands (22-ring),
Australia, Canada and New Zealand (4-ring) will continue to be produced.

MALVERN
The Malvern album is now replaced by the Sandringham binder range. With 22-rings the replacement album
decreases the likelihood of leaves damaging and coming loose.
•
•

Malvern binders have been replaced by the Sandringham binder.
Malvern Double & Single leaves have been replaced by Single & Double First Day Cover Leaves.

DEVON ALBUM

FRANK GODDEN WARWICK

With the Devon album, there is no direct replacement. You can purchase the Kensington album with our Quadrille
leaves in 140 or 240gsm as an alternative. Contact our customer services team and order your Devon Albums before
our stocks run out.

The Frank Godden Warwick album has a direct replacement in the Balmoral Binder range. The new range is an
upgrade in every way, with 240gsm leaves over the 190gsm of the Warwick, Gilt-edged linen-hinged leaves and the
offer of personalisation on the Balmoral binder.

•
•

The Devon album is still available via our Customer Service Team.
If you want blank/quadrille leaves, you can purchase these with a Kensington Binder.

UNIVERSAL
For collectors used to using the Universal binders, you will find a very easy transition with our new range of binders.
The Sandringham binder is a 22-ring binder that can house Universal leaves and is cheaper than the outgoing system.
•
•
•
•

Universal Binders have been replaced by the Sandringham 22-ring Binder.
Universal Unfaced Leaves have been replaced with Blank 140gsm Quadrille Leaves.
Universal Faced Leaves are discontinued and have not been replaced.
Universal single, double and cover leaves are all still being sold and fit the new Sandringham Binder.

•
•
•

The Warwick Binder has been replaced by the Balmoral Binder.
The leaves have been upgraded to 240gsm.
Personalisation is now available.

Q11
The Q11 album is now replaced by the Kensington Binder, available in Red or Blue this padded binder with 22-rings
will mix with your collection housed in Q11 albums seamlessly.
•
•

Q11 has been replaced by the Kensington Binder.
The Q11 leaves have been replaced by the 140gsm Quadrille Leaves.

AVON
Our Avon Binders is now replaced by our Sandringham Binders, allowing for greater versatility in the way you
collect, whilst still being at an accessible price point.
•
•

Avon has been replaced by the Sandringham Binder.
Avon Leaves have been replaced by 140 gsm blank or quadrille leaves.
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